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Re: Docket No 41808
I would like to take this time to thank you for this opportunity to voice my concerns
and opinion about the proposed Power Line placement. Thank you for your
patience in recording each and every letter. Your time spent is greatly appreciated!
I am completely opposed to Brazos Electric's proposed routes for power line
placement in the West Frisco area. I have read the information provided by several
different people including the city council. I believe there is a lack of transparency
and or evidence from Brazos Electric and CoServ. It saddens me that these lines
were not proposed prior to the designing and zoning of so many communities.
Frisco is a beautiful city! The City of Frisco takes calculated and well thought out
steps to ensure that Frisco is a "premier" city. There is a great deal of taxpayer
dollars involved in keeping our city the best it can be. I ask that the state work side
by side with the city to insure the taxpayer's best interest be always in thought If
the proposed lines are allowed, Brazos and CoServ will destroy all that our city and
tax payers have worked to create.

There are several reports that indicate the lines cause health issues. I would not
have bought my house nor one I consider a future purchase in an area with the
proposed lines in place. This will absolutely have an effect on our property values,
which will create a domino effect onto property taxes, sales tax dollars, and of
course that "premier" city I mentioned above.
I urge you to push for transparency from CoServ and therefore evidence from
Brazos and CoServ that these lines are necessary for the surrounding area. After
and only after it is proven that this new energy is necessary, please only consider
routes that affect the very least amount of homeowners. Recognize the City's
ordinance to have all power lines buried! There is so much undeveloped land
here, please require CoServ to ultimately pay to have the lines run what ever
distance necessary to place the substation away from homes.
I as a voting, tax payer, home owner and parent request you consider all involved
when making your decision. I also strongly request as a Texas residence that the
PUC consider holding your public hearing in the city of Frisco so our voices can be
heard.
Sincerely,

